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CURTAINS

Curtain pelmets, placed
above curtains, enhance
window aesthetics and

conceal hardware for added
warmth. They're a stylish
completion to window decor.

Sheer curtains gently ilter 
light and offer variable
privacy, due to their

translucency  that allows
visibility from both sides of

the window.

Solid curtains serve as
interior design elements,
adding aesthetics and
blocking sunlight while
ensuring privacy.



Blinds serve as pivotal elements in 
interior design, seamlessly fusing style 
and utility. They elevate visual 
appeal, affording precise light 
management, and safeguarding 
privacy, all while fostering energy 
efficiency and climate control. With 
diverse designs and materials, blinds 
offer customizable aesthetics and the 
ability to optimize room layouts for 
an improved living experience.

BLINDS

Roman blinds use folding
segments to adjust light and

create a sleek,
lat appearance when down.

Zebra blinds feature a dual
layered fabric design that allows
for adjustable light control by
aligning the sheer and solid
stripes and also gives control

on privacy.

Roller blinds operate via a
simple rolling mechanism,
where the fabric rolls up or
down around a central tube
to adjust light and privacy

levels in a room.

Honeycomb blinds use their
cellular structure to trap air,
providing both insulation
and lexible light control
through their adjustable
design.They also come in
day and night variant.day and night variant.

Venetian/ Vertical blinds,
with horizontal/vertical

slats, adjust light and privacy
by tilting and moving the
slats.They may come in
wooden,  aluminium and
other materials.other materials.

You can customize your
blinds, designing unique
window treatments like
balloon blinds,austrian
blinds etc to match your

preferences. 



Wallpapers, with their diverse patterns and 
textures, serve as powerful tools for personalized 
and visually captivating interiors. They can hide 
wall imperfections and offer a budget-friendly 
alternative to paint. Wallpapers are durable, easy 
to maintain, and a practical choice for elevating 
aesthetics while reflecting personal style.

Upholstery fabric is vital for both comfort and 
aesthetics, as it determines the look and feel of 
furniture while ensuring durability and style in 
your interior decor.

WALLPAPER & UPHOLSTERY

Textured, Contempetry,
Minimalistic & Modern

Wallpapers

Ethinic & Organic traditional
upholstery fabrics

Sophisticated Floral
upholstery & Cushion Fabrics

Textured & Plain upholstery
Fabrics

Customizable Wallpapers-can
be provided through

shutterstock or by customer

Royal Luxurious, Intricate,
Elegant Wallpapers



R̀ugs and carpets are versatile 
interior elements, offering 
personalization through design 
diversity. They provide comfort, 
warmth, and sound insulation 
while defining distinct areas within 
a space. Their durability ensures 
long-lasting functionality, making 
them practical choices for 
enhancing both aesthetics and 
comfort in interior design.

RUGS AND CARPETS

Geometric or lines patterned
carpets bring a sense of order
and style to your loors,

adding a visually captivating
element to your living spaces.

Luxurious Persian or Turkish
silk carpets, woven with
intricate designs, elevate
your space with their
opulence and soft,
shimmering textures.

Modern foil-printed carpets
feature contemporary designs
with a touch of glamour,
elevating your space with
their sleek patterns and
metallic accents.

Ofice carpet tiles combine
functionality and style,
providing durable, modular
looring solutions that enhance
the professional atmosphere

of workspaces.

Gym carpet tiles combine
durability and design, featuring
a modular system that allows
for easy replacement of
individual tiles.

PVC wooden looring offers the
charm of wood with enhanced
durability, using interlocking
planks for straightforward
installation and replacement.



Hardware & Mattress

M channel
 A specialized channel with
a distinct "M" shape used
for supporting curtains.

I Channel
shaped like the letter "I"
lexible and used in l
shaped corners.

Orthopedic Mattress
Engineered to promote

proper spinal alignment and
provide support for a restful
and comfortable sleep.

Spring Mattress
Utilizes coil springs to offer
support and resilience for a
comfortable night's rest.

Hard and Soft Side Mattress
Provides customizable
comfort with two distinct
sides – one irmer and the
other softer – to cater to
individual sleep preferences.

Jumbo Channel
A heavy-duty version

M channel.

Silent Channel
A type of noise-damping
channel designed to reduce
vibrations while operation.
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